
THAMES RIB ADVENTURE

RUNNING TIME:
This event can last from 2 hours to an entire day 
depending upon your requirements.

MIN/MAX GROUP SIZE: Suitable for 6-150 participants.

PEOPLE PER TEAM: We can fit a maximum of 8 people in each RIB.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  An event manager to oversee your activity
 Experienced and friendly crew
 All specialist equipment and sundries
 Pre-event planning and management
 White Rhino travel and logistics costs 
 £10m public liability insurance

ACTIVITY OPTION

The Thames RIB Adventure is undoubtedly the most exciting event within 
the M25, and offers the ultimate high adrenaline, high adventure team 
building activity! After climbing aboard a fleet of matching RIB’s, you and 
your team will first devise a winning strategy (with a little help from your 
expert skipper) before blasting into action to solve the clues that have 
been set for you!

You will need to get up close to a variety of famous London landmarks in 
order to solve the cunning clues which have been placed throughout the 
heart of London, and must utilise your Treasure Hunt Packs in order to 
secure victory!

The Thames RIB Adventure usually split into two parts – a competitive 
Treasure Hunt and a nerve-jangling, high-speed blast!

After a safety briefing guests will be issued with life jackets and high 
quality, breathable oilskins to keep them dry, before being split into their 
teams (maximum of 8 per RIB) and given their Treasure Hunt Packs. Once 
the formalities are complete, it’s time to board the RIB’s and head out onto 
the water!

We find that the best format is to complete the competitive Treasure Hunt 
first, followed by the high-speed blast, where the breath-taking speeds 
and performance characteristics of these incredible boats can be fully 
demonstrated and appreciated!

Once all the excitement is over its back to base for the much anticipated 
Treasure Hunt results and prize giving ceremony!

Please note that this activity is not suitable for those with hip, back neck, or 
knee problems, or those of significant stature.

Please note that this activity is not suitable for those with hip, back neck, or 
knee problems, or those of significant stature.


